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HOW TO OBTAIN THE PC’S
Singular value decomposition
Given a data set z1, z2, . . . , zN 2 Rn (already subtracted the mean value),
the first m PCs are given by xj = Q0xzj where Qx 2 Rn⇥m has orthogonal
columns such that the predictive uncertainty
NX
j=1
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Singular value decomposition
Given a data set z1, z2, . . . , zN 2 Rn (already subtracted the mean value),
the first m PCs are given by xj = Q0xzj where Qx 2 Rn⇥m has orthogonal
columns such that the predictive uncertainty
NX
j=1
kzj  Qxxjk2
is minimal.
The matrix Qx consists of the first m columns of U in the singular value
decomposition
Z 0 = USV 0
where U 2 Rn⇥n and V 2 RN⇥N are orthogonal matrices and S 2 Rn⇥N
is diagonal with the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Z 0Z sorted in
decreasing order (Z = [z1| · · · |zN ]).
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where  m = E[zj+mzj ] are the covariance functions.
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Given a time series zj 2 Rn with transition probability T (zj+1|zj)
(Markovian), PDC considers a dimensional reduction of T (zj+1|zj)
in the following way
T (zj+1|zj) = J(zj+1)e(yj+1|xj+1)d(xj+1|xj),
where
• x = Px(z(x, y)) 2 Rm, y = Py(z(x, y)) 2 Rn m (Px and Py are projec-
tion operators) and J(z) is the Jacobian determinant of the coordinate
map z ! (x, y).
• e(y|x) is a probabilistic embedding.
• d(xj+1|xj) is a reduced dynamical model.
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We will focus on the case where Px and Py are orthogonal projections
(therefore J(z) = 1) and the embedding and reduced dynamics are
given by isotropic Gaussians
e(y|x) = N (0, 2In m), d(xj+1|xj) = N (Axj , 2Im).
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Therefore, the log-likelihood function is given by
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By contrast, the corresponding cost function for regular principal compo-
nents in this 2-dimensional scenario is
cPCA(✓) =
NX
j=1
yj
2.
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Then we rotated the data through the angle ✓ = ⇡3
Aj = xj cos(✓)  yj sin(✓)
Pj = xj sin(✓) + yj cos(✓)
and we perform descent over the variables a and ✓.
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created data from the dynamical model
xj+1 = a1xj + a2xj 1 + a3xj 2 + 0.3⌘xj ,
yj+1 = 0.6⌘
y
j ,
for j = 3, . . . , 999 and we adopted the values a1 = 0.4979, a2 =  0.2846, a3 =
0.1569 for the dynamics
Then, as before, we define
Aj = xj cos(✓)  yj sin(✓),
Pj = xj sin(✓) + yj cos(✓),
with ✓ = ⇡3 , and provide the Aj and Pj as data for the principal dynamical
component routine.
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SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE FIELD
Preliminary considerations
Database: monthly averaged extended reconstructed global sea surface tem-
peratures based on COADS data (January 1854 to October 2009).
• Even within the ocean, the surface temperature does not evolve alone:
it is carried by currents, and it interacts through mixing with lower
layers of the ocean. One way to account for unobserved variables is to
make the model non-Markovian.
• The ocean is not an isolated player in climate dynamics: it interacts
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Therefore, we pick r = 3 and m = 4.
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We consider three-month mean SST anomaly in the following El Nin˜o region:
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CONCLUSIONS
• This new methodology allows a dimensional reduction of time se-
ries seeking a low-dimensional manifold x and a dynamical model
xj+1 = D(xj , xj 1, . . . , t) that minimize the predictive uncertainty of
the series. We have tested on synthetic data and with a real applica-
tion on sea-surface temperature over the ocean.
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